
Year 3 Learning Pack

Week beginning: 4th May

Hello, 

This week there is a project about Stone Age 
caves.  Try a different activity each day.  

You also have some English and Maths 
activities to complete every day.

There is a set of words included for you to 
learn for spelling.  Ask someone to test you on 

them on Friday.

The time of day you complete the activities is 
whatever works best for the adult in your 

home.  However, if you want to complete the 
Joe Wick PE live, this must be at 9am but it 
will remain on YouTube for access after this.

Don’t forget, you can try the online sites listed 
on the website too if you have access to the 

internet.

Gold Learning 
Pack.
This is the 
hardest.



Some little extras if you would like 
them.  The links can be found on 
the school website: curriculum –
Home Learning



Keep active every day….

Joe Wick’s live PE: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K6r9
9N3kXME

Cool dance moves with Shaun T:
https://vimeo.com/channels/1548501

Cosmic Kids Yoga:
https://www.youtube.com/user/CosmicKi
dsYoga

OR…take on a challenge from 
the PE challenge mat.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K6r99N3kXME
https://vimeo.com/channels/1548501
https://www.youtube.com/user/CosmicKidsYoga




Copy each of the words above three times.

After that, check the spelling of the spelling words 
you have used and tick them if you have got them 
correct – if not, change them!

Monday: English – spelling

anchor character

machine chalet

parachute cholera

school chemist

chef moustache

brochure chorus

Find and write a definition for 
the words you don’t know the 
meaning of!



Monday: Maths – times tables
How many can you answer correctly in three minutes?

Remember to login to Times Tables Rocks Stars for further practice! 



Monday: Maths – multiplication
We’re going to recap the new learning from last week –

here’s a reminder!

23 x 3 =
First!

23

x  3

9

Multiply the 

numbers in the 

ones column –

3 x 3 = 9

Second!

23

x  3

6 9

Multiply the 

number at the 

bottom of the 

ones column and 

the number in the 

tens – 3 x 2 = 6

Often, the numbers will be bigger and you will have to do 

some carrying – just like you do in column addition. The two 

steps of column multiplication are the same though.

36 x 4 =

First!

36

x  4

4

Multiply the 

numbers in the 

ones column –

4 x 6 = 24

Just carry the 

2 under the 

tens column!

Second!

3 6

x   4

1 4 4

Multiply the number 

at the bottom of 

the ones column and 

the number in the 

tens – 4 x 3 = 12

Remember to add on 

the 2 underneath 

the tens column!
22



Monday: Maths – multiplication

Now try answering some of your own 

questions to practise using column 

multiplcation:

1) 67 x 2 =

2) 76 x 3 = 

3) 81 x 4 =

4) 91 x 3 =

5) 64 x 4 =

6) 59 x 5 =

Challenge! Apply your knowledge of column 

multiplication to add a third step to the 

process and figure out these calculations:

7) 352 x 2 =

8) 524 x 3 = 

9) 298 x 4 =

10) 413 x 8 =



Copy each of the words above three times.

After that, check the spelling of the spelling words 
you have used and tick them if you have got them 
correct – if not, change them!

Can you now put the first column of words into a 
sentence.

Tuesday: English – spelling

anchor character

machine chalet

parachute cholera

school chemist

chef moustache

brochure chorus



Tuesday: English – grammar

Correct the mistakes in these speech sentences:

The small boy shouted “give me my teddy!”

miss Bateman asked “Can you get out your pencils”

a man screamed, Quick run that way!



Tuesday: Maths – times tables
How many can you answer correctly in three minutes?

Remember to login to Times Tables Rocks Stars for further practice! 



Tuesday: Maths – arithmetic

1) 453 + 342 =

2) 653 – 234 =

3) ____ + 534 = 824

4) ____ - 275 = 324

5) 36 ÷ 4 =

6) 28 x 3 =

7) ¾ of 16 = 

8) 2 x 6 x 4 =

9) 342 + 213 + 431 =

10) 870 – 345 =

Challenge!

11) 821 + 327 = 

12) 1232 – 564 =

13) ¾ of 48 =

14) 800 – 731 =



Copy each of the words above three times.

After that, check the spelling of the spelling words 
you have used and tick them if you have got them 
correct – if not, change them!

Can you now put the second column of words into a 
sentence.

Wednesday: English – spelling

anchor character

machine chalet

parachute cholera

school chemist

chef moustache

brochure chorus



Wednesday: English – grammar

The pirate called, “Land ahoy” when he saw a 
mysterious, tropical island in the distance.

These conjunctions have been scrambled! Read the 
sentences and put them in the correct place:

They’ll come to the party once it rains or not. 
She eats pizza whether she watches TV.
Please clean the kitchen as you’ve finished eating.



Wednesday: Maths
How many can you answer correctly in three minutes?

Remember to login to Times Tables Rocks Stars for further practice! 

Afterwards, login to Sumdog to get your brains working mathematically 

today.



Thursday: English – spelling

anchor character

machine chalet

parachute cholera

school chemist

chef moustache

brochure chorus



Thursday: English – reading

Sit and enjoy a book of your choice.

If you have the internet, ask an adult to log 

you into Oxford Owls or Accelerated Reader 

for an extra selection of books to read!



During recent weeks it has seemed very easy to dwell 
on the negatives in life, such as:

• I’m sad I can’t see my friends.

• I miss my hobbies.

• I wish I could visit my grandparents. 

However, staying positive and showing appreciation 
for what we do have helps us to keep happy and make 
the most of this time. 

Your wellbeing task today is to write down three 
things you are grateful for, such as:

• I am able to spend quality time with my family.

• It’s sunny so I can play outside.

• I am fit, healthy and staying safe.

Thursday: Wellbeing Activity

Negative Nelly

Positive Pete

If you would like to spread 
your positivity by sending us 
an email of your three 
positive points, we would 
love to hear them all!

HAV.Year3@oasishendersonavenue.org



Thursday: Maths – multiplication
Use column multiplication to answer the following questions:

Challenge! Solve the following word problems:

9) Jeff went to bike shop and bought 93 bikes. There 
were 2 tyres on each bike. How many tyres on each 
bike?
10) Aasma bought 4 bouquets of flowers. Each 
bouquet had 27 flowers. How many flowers did she 
have?
11) Greg counted 483 chickens in a coop. He then 
moved 234 chickens to another farm. How many 
chickens did he have left?
12) 5 boats, each holding 56 passengers, arrived in 
Barcelona. How many people had travelled to 
Barcelona? 

1) 32 x 3 =

2) 45 x 4 = 

3) 51 x 5 =

4) 27 x 8 = 

5)   64 x 2 =

6)   71 x 3 =

7)   58 x 4 =

8)   90 x 5 =



Ask a member of your household to test you on how 
well you have learnt this week’s spellings. Good luck!

Following that, read the text about the Stone Age 
Art on the next page and the answer the questions 

that follow.

Friday: English – spelling 

anchor character

machine chalet

parachute cholera

school chemist

chef moustache

brochure chorus



Friday: English – reading









Friday: Maths

Login to Times Table Rockstars and Sumdog

today.

Or you could try the following website: 

https://www.themathsfactor.com/subscribe

/

Ask an adult at home to set an account up 

for you if you haven’t already.

https://www.themathsfactor.com/subscribe/


Answers

Over the course of the next 

pages, you will find the answers 

to the activities in this week’s 

learning pack. You’re doing really 

well so keep up the hard work!

Best wishes

Year 3



Monday: Maths – times tables answers



1) 67 x 2 = 134

2) 76 x 3 = 228

3) 81 x 4 = 324

4) 91 x 3 = 273

5) 64 x 4 = 256

6) 59 x 5 = 295

Challenge! Apply your knowledge of column 

multiplication to add a third step to the 

process and figure out these calculations:

7) 352 x 2 = 704

8) 524 x 3 = 1,572

9) 298 x 4 = 1,192

10) 413 x 8 = 3,304

Monday: Maths – multiplication



Tuesday: English – grammar answers

The small boy shouted, “Give me my teddy!”

Miss Bateman asked, “Can you get out your pencils?”

A man screamed, “Quick run that way!”



Tuesday: Maths – times tables answers



Tuesday: Maths – arithmetic answers

1) 453 + 342 = 795

2) 653 – 234 = 419

3) 290 + 534 = 824

4) 599 - 275 = 324

5) 36 ÷ 4 = 9

6) 28 x 3 = 84

7) ¾ of 16 = 12

8) 2 x 6 x 4 =48

9) 342 + 213 + 431 = 986

10) 870 – 345 = 525

Challenge!

11) 821 + 327 = 1,148

12) 1232 – 564 = 668

13) ¾ of 48 = 36

14) 800 – 731 = 69



Wednesday: Maths – times tables answers



Wednesday: English – grammar answers

They’ll come to the party whether it rains or not. 
She eats pizza as she watches TV.
Please clean the kitchen once you’ve finished eating.



character
cholera
school
chorus
chemist
anchor

machine
parachute
chef
brochure
chalet
moustache

Thursday: Spelling answers



1) 32 x 3 = 96

2) 45 x 4 = 180

3) 51 x 5 = 255

4) 27 x 8 = 216

5) 64 x 2 = 128

6) 71 x 3 = 213

7) 58 x 4 = 232

8) 90 x 5 = 450

Thursday: Maths – multiplication 

answers

9. 186 tyres

10. 108 flowers

11. 249 chickens

12. 280 passengers






